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Episode 14
Jody Kerns and the forest
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Charlie visited Jody Kerns in a forest. She told him that trees in Iowa are important for 
protecting soil and water, removing carbon dioxide from the air, providing habitat for 
animals, and beauty.

How many of Iowa’s trees can you name from the clues below?

1.  What is left over after a fire.   ____ ____ ____

2.  Syrup that is good on pancakes.   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 

3.  Little Jack Horner pulled one out of his pie.   ___ ___ ___ ___

4.  A fish +  the material you need to build a house.   B A ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

5.  The name of this tree begins with the name of the sixth month of the year. 
      ___ ___ ___ I P E R

6.  The first word is the color of a stop sign.  The beginning of the second word sounds 
     like what you put in the ground to grow plants.   ___ ___ ___      ___ ___ ___ A R 

7.   What is on the outside of a rabbit, bear, or fox, but spelled differently.   ___ ___ ___

8.  What bees make  +  an insect similar to grasshoppers.
      ___ ___ ___ ___ ___     L ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 

9.  A name for people older than you  +  a word that comes after “straw”, “black”, 
     and “blue.”      E ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

10.  What happens when you get something stuck in your throat  +  a small red fruit
       you can make into pie.   C ___ ___ ___ ___      C ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

11.  A pet that barks  +  building material you get from a tree. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 

12.  Another name for a dollar  +  what you see with.  B ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

13.  It rhymes with back  +  the word that comes after  “straw”, “black”, and “blue”.
       H ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

14.  It rhymes with “Pillow.”  ___ ___ ___ ___ O W

15. Delicious fruit that you can eat fresh, in a pie or sauce.    ___ ___ P ___ ___ 

16.  The darkest crayon in the box  +  where you hang a picture – L  +  what squirrels 
       like to eat.   ___ ___ ___ ___ ___    W___ ___ ___ ___ ___

17.   This word contains the two letters we often say when we mean “yes.”  ___ ___ ___

18.   The name of this tree sounds a lot like a word we use to describe someone who
        is well-known and well-liked.   P ___ ___ ___ ___ ___


